


Hey.
Lets make this quick, I’m not good with words. 
I’m Jaden. I am an illustrative artist and graphic 
designer. Ever since I was a kid, I have always 
been passionate about illustration. Throughout 
secondary I was enrolled in multiple art courses 
including an advanced placement program.

I specialize in traditional/digital illustration and 
collage. I like my work to have an edge. I have 
always been drawn to the strange and unusual and 
I think that is refl ected in my art.





FAGGOT is an art zine that is an exploration of 
personal experiences with homophobia, gender 
roles, self worth and queer identity.

The goal of this project was to create something 
that could be used to start conversations about 
homophobia within and outside the queer 
community.
While the experiences documented are my own, 
many individuals within the community and ,in 
some cases out of the community, have or will 
experience similar events .







The artwork of FAGGOT is done using a mixture of 
digital and physical collage. Each image has been 
painstakingly cut, pasted, 
scanned, edited, printed, and painted in order to 
achieve the desired effect.

I had chosen to keep the images in black and 
white with one pop of colour to add detention. Red 
represents the blood of the queer community that is 
spilled daily as we fi ght for equality and acceptance.







A digital illustration of Alice from the classic children’s 
fairytale Alice’s Adventures in wonderland by Lewis 
Caroll. 

For this project, we were asked to create a modern 
retelling of a classic fairy tail. The concept is that Alice 
is having a bad trip mixed with a panic attack that is 
causing her hallucinations of smiling cats, painted 
roses, and mad tea parties. Curiouser and curiouser.







A book cover redesign for Han Christian Andersen’s 
The Little Mermaid. 
The main idea was to distance the original version  
from the Disney classic film and display the darker side 
of the story. Spoiler alert, there is no happy ending to 
this story. She dies.

The initial direction of the cover was a Art Nouveau 
style portrait of the young mermaid princess, but the 
overall look was too whimsical and colourful. 
I ended up stripping to down to the bone. Literally.







Mommy Needs Help is a small story book about a little 
girl with a mother who is dealing with substance abuse.
The little girl is helping her mothee with her “chores” 
which entails grabbing her pills, washing used spoons, 
cleaning up spilled liquore, etc. To the little girl, these 
are normal everyday tasks.

The concept of the project is to show the effect 
substance abuse can have on the children of the 
addicted.
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Find me.

jaden_moojelski@outlook.com
moojelskiillustration.com

www.behance.net/Moojelski
www.instagram.com/moojelski_illustration/




